4i6	LEGITIMACY AND LEGITIMATION
Estates Act, 1925, must be legitimate.1 Again, legitimacy
affects the domicil of origin of a child, the rights of guardian-
ship possessed by his parents, and the question whether, if
born abroad of a British father, he acquires British nationality.
The role of private international law in this matter is to
specify what system of law shall decide whether a person is born
legitimate or whether he has been legitimated.
what law Before the passing of the Legitimacy Act in 1959, the rule
supplies the of domestic English law was that no child acquired the status of
intimacy legitimacy unless he was born in lawful wedlock, that is born
at birth? Of parents whose marriage was valid at the time of his birth.
This exclusive test, however, was exceptional, for most coun-
tries, including Scotland, had long recognized the doctrine of
the putative marriage, according to which a child even of a
void marriage is also legitimate.2 A common, though not a
universal, qualification of this doctrine is that the spouses
should have bona fide believed in the validity of their marriage.^
A question of choice of law might therefore arise if a child were
born out of lawful wedlock in the country where X and T> his
parents, were domiciled and where the doctrine of the putative
marriage was recognized. If, for instance, the will of a testator
dying domiciled in England bequeathed a legacy to 'the
children of X and T\ would the court apply the English or the
foreign test in order to determine the legitimacy of the child?
On prin- The view expressed by several writers, that in such circum-
stances the English test of birth in lawful wedlock becomes
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applicable, is open to the insuperable objection that it fails to
aPPrec^ate the true function of English law in such a case.
If an English will bequeaths a legacy to the 'children' of parents
who were domiciled abroad at the time of their son's birth and if
his legitimacy is disputed, there are two separate questions to be
resolved. The first is a question of construction — what did the
testator intend by his use of the word 'children'? This is a
matter for English domestic law qua the lex successions, and the
1	In re Goodman's Trusts (1881), 17 Ch.D. 266, a decision under the old .
Statutes of Distribution.
2	For example, the French code, C.C. 201, provides that a marriage which has
been contracted in good faith produces its civil effects, both as regards the
spouses and the children, despite the fact that it has been declared void. Amos and
Walton, Introduction to Fr€nch Law, pp. 64-65.
^ Wolff, p. 385.

